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Autumn Term 1 

TOPIC Macbeth and The British Isles Driver subject(s) History and Geography  

Values (s) Bravery – What is courage and how can we show it? 
Kindness – How can we show kindness in difficult situations? 
Responsibility – How can we take responsibility for ourselves and others? 

Learning Links Past – What was the feudal system like in the past? Were wars and 
battles common events? 
Present – What countries comprise the British Isles and the United 
Kingdom? How has the feudal system changed? 
Future – Is there likely to be a change? Are we likely to return to 
sovereign states? 

Global Themes  Citizenship  

Opening Wow 
/Immersive 
classroom 

Watch child-friendly version of Macbeth and Rap – make a jingle 
Visit  times of Macbeth in the immersive classroom.  

End of topic showcase 
(Sharing with parents) 

End WOW- performing Macbeth on own mini 
theatres produced in DT 

Trips/Visitors  Stratford/Shakespeare  
 

What do the 
children want 
to learn? 

Who are the characters? 
What is the purpose of the story? 
When was it written? 
Where is it set?  
 
Who were the kings? 
When were the British Isles formed? 
How many islands are there? 
What are the capital cities? 
Are there any similar islands? 
What are the rivers and mountains? 

English Text  
Inc. Genre/Text Type  

Humanities (Geography & History) Creative 
(Art/DT/Music/Computing 
Exploring Technology /) 

Science  RE/PSHE/RSE 

 Geography: British Isles  

 I know the countries that 
comprise Great Britain, The 
United Kingdom and the British 
Isles. (Y4 refresh)  

Art: Scene setting 

 I identify and draw objects and 
use marks and lines, to produce 
texture. 

Mixtures and Reactions:  
 compare and group together 

everyday materials on the basis of 
their properties, including their 
hardness, solubility, transparency, 
conductivity (electrical and 
thermal), and response to magnets 

RE SACRE 
AT1 - Learning about religion and belief 

 Begin to make connections between 
different belief and practices of all 
religions. 
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 I name and locate many of the 
world's most famous rivers (UK) 

 I know why most cities as 
situated by rivers. 

 I know about, name and locate 
many of the world's most famous 
mountainous regions (UK) 

 I know where the UK is in the 
context of Europe. 

 I can explain what makes the 
European Union. 

 I can locate and name the capital 
cities of European countries.  

  
 
Working Historically 

 I draw a timeline with different 
historical periods showing key 
historical events or lives of 
significant people 

 

 
 

 I know how to successfully use 
shading to create mood and 
feeling. 

 I know how to organise line, tone, 
shape and colour to represent 
figures and forms in movement. 

 I know how to express emotion in 
my art 

 I research the work of an artist 
and use their work to replicate a 
style. 

 
DT:  Shakespeare Theatre 

 I produce a detailed, step-by-step 
plan. 

 I come up with a range of ideas 
after collecting information from 
different sources. 

 I can use levers and pulleys to 
make things move.  

 I evaluate appearance and 
function against original criteria.  

 I use a range of tools and 
equipment competently. 

Music: CHARANGA  

 I know how to describe, compare 
and evaluate music using musical 
vocabulary 

 I know how to explain why I think 
music is successful or 
unsuccessful. 

Computing 
Purple Mash Coding – Unit 5.1 
 
Exploring Technology 

 

 know that some materials will 
dissolve in liquid to form a solution, 
and describe how to recover a 
substance from a solution 

 
 use knowledge of solids, liquids 

and gases to decide how mixtures 
might be separated, including 
through filtering, sieving and 
evaporating 
 

 

 give reasons, based on evidence 
from comparative and fair tests, for 
the particular uses of everyday 
materials, including metals, wood 
and plastic 

 

 demonstrate that dissolving, 
mixing and changes of state are 
reversible changes 

 
 

 explain that some changes result 
in the formation of new materials, 
and that this kind of change is not 
usually reversible, including 
changes associated with burning 
and the action of acid on 
bicarbonate of soda. 

 
 
 
Working Scientifically:  

 planning different types of scientific 
enquiries to answer questions, 
including recognising and controlling 
variables where necessary  

 taking measurements, using a range of 
scientific equipment, with increasing 
accuracy and precision, taking repeat 
readings when appropriate  

 recording data and results of 
increasing complexity using scientific 
diagrams and labels, tables, bar and 
line graphs  

 Begin to compare stories, beliefs and 
practices from different religions 
including differences and similarities. 

 To understand and begin to evaluate 
the diversity of belief in different 
religions, nationally and globally. 

 Articulate and begin to apply the 
different responses to ethical 
questions from a range of different 
religions. 
 

AT2 - Learning from religion and belief 

 Begin to reflect and respond 
thoughtfully to the significance of 
meaning behind different beliefs and 
practices. 

 Begin to respond thoughtfully to a 
range of sacred writings/ stories. 
Provide good reason for what they 
mean to different faith communities. 

Creatively begin to express their views 
about why 
PSHCE 
Cambridgeshire Primary PSHE 

 Working Together 
 
 
RSE 

 Beginning and Belonging 
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 using test results to make predictions 
to set up further comparative and fair 
tests  

 reporting and presenting findings from 
enquiries, including conclusions, 
causal relationships and explanations 
of and degree of trust in results, in 
oral and written forms such as displays 
and other presentations  

 

 


